14. Write about one of the following. Use about 100 words.

(a). Write a letter to your friend in another country describing a place of historical importance that you visited recently in Sri Lanka. Include the following.

- When and where you visited
- With whom you visited
- What is special there

(b) The following bar graph shows the different types of vehicles owned by the people in your town. Study it and write a report describing it.
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1. What is the passage about?

2. Write the adjectives that describe the following.
   (a) Body ..................................
   (b) Wings ...................................
   (c) Head ..................................
   (d) Bill  ..................................

3. What is the colour of the Young Birds?

4. Where do they always live?

5. Write two things that a bird eagle eats?

   (5 marks)

08. Suppose that you are the secretary of the Buddhist association of your school. Prepare a notice to be published in the school notice board to inform about an aims giving. Include the following.

- Who organize it?
- When and where it is held?
- Invite the principal .All the teachers and students.
15. Read the following paragraph and answer the question.

Galileo Galilei was born in the year 1564 in the town of Pisa, Italy. When he was 20 years old, he was studying in Pisa. His father wanted him to be a doctor, but Galileo was bored with school except for math. Because math was the one subject where he was doing well, the court mathematician offered to tutor him privately so he could become a qualified mathematician. Galileo’s father was disappointed, but he agreed. Because he needed to earn money. Galileo began experimenting with different things, trying to come up with some sort of invention that he could sell for money. He had a little bit of success with his invention that has like a campus that could be used to measure plots of land. He had already Experimented with pendulums, and magnets.

When he heard that a Dutch inventor had invented something called a spyglass, but was keeping it a secret, Galileo decided to work on one of his own. Within 24 hours, he had invented a telescope that could magnify things to make them appear ten times larger than real life. One night, he pointed his telescope toward the sky, and made his first of many space observations: the moon was not smooth, like everyone thought. The moon was covered in bumps and craters. As technology has improved, first Galileo, and then many others, have made improvements on the telescope. The wonderful device that allows us to see from a distance.

1. What was Galileo? .................................................................

2. What did his father want him to be?...........................................

3. Galileo was bored with other subjects except.
   (a) Mathematics
   (b) Science
   (c) Literature
   (d) Greek

4. Write two invention of Galileo
   a. ..............................................................................
   b. ..............................................................................

5. How many hours he consumed to invent telescope?


6. Find the sentence that describes the surface of the moon in the paragraph

7. Did Galileo make his inventions alone?

.................................................................
Name:..............................................................

Answer all questions on the paper itself

09. Fill in the blanks using the correct form of the word given within brackets. First one is done for you.

(1/2 x 10 = 5 marks)

I live in a village. It is famous for several amazing ..........natural.......... (nature) features. First the river, which is very wide and ........................................(beauty), on either side of this river there are many trees which have long branches that can move ..................................(graceful) in the wind. In autumn, the leaves of these trees fall and cover the riverbanks like ....................................(gold) snow. Also on the other side of the town, there is a big ..................(rock) mountain. Climbing this hill is not .................(danger), because there are some firm rocks along the side that can be used as stairs. Therefore it is very ......................(enjoy) to climb it. Many ..................(tour) often climb this mountain. The third amazing feature is the big and old tamarind tree which ..................(majestic) stands at the ......................(enter) to the village. This tree stands two hundred feet tall and is probably about six hundred years old. These tree land marks are ..................(truly) amazing and make my home town a famous place.

10. Read the following text. There is one incorrect word in each line. Write it correctly in the space given. One is done for you.

(5 marks)

The Peterson family went camping in Yosemite

National park in northern California. They find
Doctors are...........................................................(busy and hardworking / treat the patients / learn well and enter the medical faculty/ well educated and kind hearted/Heal the sick)

04. Use the suitable verb form to complete the following paragraph. (5 marks)

One morning, Ranbunda was ............(go) to his chena. On the way he .....................(see) an elephant. He .....................(is) afraid and .....................(start) to .....................(run). He looked behind but there was no elephant

05. Read the following advertisement and answer the question.

Dream Land Hotel, Dambulla
- Family packages
- Safari
- Tree huts
- Village foot

Discount of 25% is offered for those who book before 21st July
Children below 6 years are free
Contact – 0753434123
On line bookings- contact@dreamland.com

(1) What is the advertisement about?
A beautiful spot near a stream and they set up there
Tent and started a fire. Mr. Peterson left in searching of
More fire wood When he returned He see his wife
And son up at a tree. A mother bear was roasting
Hot dogs over the campfire and a baby cub was sleep
In a sleeping bag A mother bear roared when she saw
Mr. Peterson. He was so afraid that he climbing up
The same tree that held him wife and son. They had to
Been there until the bear left the place, after enjoying her supper.

11. Fill in the blanks using the correct word from the given. (1/2 x14= 7 marks)

Public libraries have got two sections generally. One is the reading section ..................... the other is
the issue .............. in the reading –room verities .......... newspapers. Weeklies, and monthly magazines
placed on the tables. Anybody .............. go and read them. A ................ of books is
maintained by ................ Librarian. Anybody who visits the ................ Can consult this catalog and
.................. Any book issued for reading ..................... the reading–room. In the
.................. section a list of members ................ maintained. The members have to
........................ a small monthly subscription ................ Have also to pay an initial deposit as a
security for the books. Then they can get books for use at home.

12. Read the following poem and answer the question.

FALL CAMPOUT

Ten boys and four men, with their packs
Walk in the leaf-filled ruts
On a road in to the woods

They find a clearing on a hill
Pitch their canvas
Gather wood

After dark the campfire burns
They stand with faces toward the flame
16. Write one of the following in about 150-200 words (15 marks)
   a.) An unforgettable incident in my life
   b.) How newspapers help us
   c.) A film I enjoyed
   d.) Complete the following story

It was a beautiful morning. I was going to school with my brother
Answer all questions on the paper itself

01. Complete the following using the given words. (5 marks)
   i. Please do not .................... Animals (feed, comb, love)
   ii. Do not ........................................... on grass (eat, spit, harvest)
   iii. Don’t ........................................... the exhibits (touch, look at, taste)
   iv. Please ........................................... your shoes (undone, polish, remove)
   v. Don’t ........................................... vehicles here. (repair, park, start)

02. Complete the following process with the suitable words given in the box. (5 marks)

   How to make a phone call at a telephone booth
   First (i) ........................................... the handset and (ii) ...................... to the dial tone. Then
   (3) ........................................... Some coins and (4) ...................... them. Next dial the desired (5) 
   and speak.

     number  lift  take  insert  listen

03. The following paragraph is about soldiers. Read it and write about doctors using the given words. Start the following way. (5 marks)

   Soldiers

   Soldiers are active and helpful. They have to protect the country. To become a soldier, one has to undergo a difficult training course. If you want to be a soldier, you should be physically fit and brave. We all respect soldiers because they play an important role.
(2) Where is the hotel located?

(3) What can you enjoy there?

(4) Who are given free opportunities?

(5) How can you get a discount?

06. Write a paragraph in about 50-60 words about one of the following topics.

1. Friends.
2. The day my mother was not at home
3. Public property

07. Read the following passage and answer the question.

The Bald Eagle

The bald Eagle is a majestic bird. The adult bird has a brown body, brown wings, white head and large hooked yellow bill. Younger birds appear all brown.

Bald Eagles almost always live near water because their main food source is fish. Sometimes, however, bald eagles will eat carcasses of animals. They will even steal food from other birds such as ospreys and gulls! It was for this reason that the famous patriot Benjamin Franklin preferred the wild turkey as America’s National Symbol. Nevertheless, the Bald eagle remains America’s symbol.
And long cold shadows thrown behind
Inside the zippered tent at least
A smell of mold
A sound of falling leaves
A bit of moon light
Coming through the open flap.
To the darkness of my room

They are poached egg on toast
And drank their coffee strong and black

1. How many people are in the poem including the speaker?............................... (1/2 mark)

2. When does the camp fire burn?........................................................................... (1/2 mark)

3. What did they eat?.................................................................................................. (1/2 mark)

4. What does ‘they’ in line 8 refer to?........................................................................ (1/2 mark)

5. Write the sound that the speaker hears................................................................. (1/2 mark)

6. Find the adjectives that describe the following words. (2 marks)
   (a) Coffee ........................................
   (b) Egg ...........................................
   (c) Shadows .................................
   (d) Tent .........................................

7. Do they spend night time in the camp?............................................................... (1/2 mark)
   (a) Coffee ........................................
   (b) Egg ...........................................
   (c) Shadows .................................
   (d) Tent .........................................

8. Do they spend night time in the camp?............................................................... (1/2 mark)

13. The following words tell you about the process of harvesting paddy. Use the words and write the process using *Passive voice*.

Follow the example. (5 marks)

Eg:- First paddy is reaped by farmers

First – paddy – reap - farmers
Next – paddy – collect - them
After that – paddy – bind - in to bundles
Then – bundles of paddy - carry the threshing floor
Next – paddy thresh - using buffalos or machines
Finally – seeds-put - sacks